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Participant 1: RA 

Participant 2: PA 

 
 
[RA] you couldn’t do that (-) could’ve put you in a kennel @ [RA] 
 
[PA] Well I could bloody stop here and you could go on holiday your self [PA]  
 
[RA] And you look after the dog aye [that’s it aye [RA] 
 
[PA]                                                    [That’d be a holiday for me↑ (.) [PA] 
 
[RA] Aye you could gan [RA] 
 
[PA] Well we could go away separate they could have separate holidays then there 
wouldnt be a problem with the dog would it [PA]  
 
[RA] Aye you could stop here with the dog and I’ll go away on holiday [RA] 
 
[PA] Aye thats right you go away for a week then Ill go to Ibiza with Jordan and [XX  
 
[RA]                                                                                                                         [@ 
Aye right aye  [no [RA] 
 
[PA] @           [you know well have a divorce party and [things like that and (.) [PA]  
 
[RA]                                                                                  [what [RA] 
 
[PA] Not a problem [PA] 
 
[RA] But that’s always been the problem hasn’t it [RA]  
 
[PA] Yeah [PA] 
 
[RA] So we’ll just have to  
 
[PA] Get rid of the dog and then there’s not a problem [PA] 
 
[RA] Not a chance ((t-to-r norra)) nah nah [RA] 
 
[PA] Get rid of me @ that’d be easier I think yeah right aye [PA] 
 
[RA] Oh I- I’m gonna still keep looking (.) erm [RA]  
 



[PA] So what you gonna say to him when this afternoon [PA] 
 
[RA] I’ll just say nah I’m not gonna increase my offer cos (.) and I’ll tell him why I’ll 
say because really i- (.) you know you talking two and a half years then the vans (.) 
worth- i- it’s he’s saying it’s worthless and it isn’t (.) but they’re not gonna give you 
any th- they’re not gonna sell it th- they th- th- (.) they say you know this this rule 
where after fifteen years you have to have them off the site [RA] 
 
[PA] Mm-hm [PA]  
 
[RA] Do you know what I ((t-to-r wharra)) mean they only allow caravans up to 
fifteen years old after that they’ve got- and what they’ve done they’ve just put a little 
twist on that that yes they’ll allow you to stay (-) but [RA] 
 
[PA] You can’t sell it [PA] 
 
[RA] But you cannot sell it (.) but you can within the first fifteen years (.) so nah I just 
(-) [RA] 
 
[PA] But didn’t David and Maria said when they went there to have a look and she 
asked him something about what their ((pronounced as the)) future plans (.) were  
 
[RA] Yeah bu- [RA] 
 
[PA] and he couldnt answer and Maria [thought  
 
[RA]                                                       [Yeah [RA]  
 
[PA] “oh I wonder if they might wanna take one of these bigger (.) like park resort-” 
not park resorts but do you know what I mean  
 
[RA] Mm [RA] 
 
[PA] one of these erm big leisure companies might take it over and then double the 
ground rent just because its owned by [PA] 
 
[RA] I tell you another thing I- I- (-) what they’ve included th- in in the ground rent is 
your insurance (-) and they’re charging we four hundred pound insurance [RA] 
 
[PA] Aye yeah [PA] 
 
[RA] I dinnit pay that for the bloody use [RA] 
 
[PA] @ Yeah because you probably be able to get the insurance for about eighty quid 
on the internet if you went on the caravan club [or something like that (.)  
 
[RA]                                                                   [or s- [RA] 
 
[PA] But I suppose they do it like that to make sure it is insured so if there’s [anything 
[PA] 



 
[RA]                                                                                                                    [well 
yeah but I mean alls they should do then is just say well y- you know when you renew 
your ground rent (.) we want to see your insurance certificate [RA]  
 
[PA] Yeah [PA]  
 
[RA] And if you haven’t got no insurance you’re off the park [RA] 
 
[PA] It’s a bit like they do with mortgages they stopped all that now including your eh 
[PA] 
 
[RA] Well no or theyv- [basically don’t [RA] 
  
[PA]                               [Yeah but you dont do it now [because they were get- [PA]  
 
[RA]                                                                               [what they do the- they add half 
a percent on don’t they [RA] 
 
[PA] Yeah cos they cost a fortune to what you would pay if you did it yourself [PA]  
 
[RA] Yeah [RA] 
 
[PA] Nah just § just thought there was something not right [PA] 
 
[RA] Fabulous van though but [RA] 
 
[PA] And I didn’t like the way he talked about the woman either [PA] 
 
[RA] Mm [RA] 
 
[PA] I think that was a bit er erm [PA] 
 
[RA] Two total strangers I think [se- [RA] 
  
[PA]                                             [For to total strangers [PA] 
 
[RA] That he couldn’t stand her didn’t he [RA] 
 
[PA] He couldn’t stand her [PA] 
 
[RA] Her [God knows what he thought of me then [RA]  
 
[PA] Erm [she was an ugly dog and @ I thought poor soul you know and what’s it got 
to do with him where [she took that [PA]  

 
[RA]                          [I mean if I walk round like that I’ll be [alright [RA]  
         



[PA]                                                                                         [@ er what’s it got to do 
with him where she took the dog (--) nothing at all that’s [her personal choice [PA] 
 
[RA]                                                                                   [er yeah                          I 
think what he was getting at was that er she took it to the PDSA (.) where she 
could’ve took it to the vets i- in the village [RA] 
 
[PA] Yeah but she might not have been able to afford to take it to the vet [PA] 
 
[RA] Aye [RA] 
 
[PA] And thats why she took it to the P- [cos the bloody [PA] 
 
[RA]                                                         [ah but then she says and then he’s telling her 
she’s telling him that they’re gonna go travelling all over the world [RA] 
 
[PA] Well obviously thats what they want well they cannot be ganning [far like @ 
[PA] 
 
[RA]                                                                                                          [so if they’re 
travelling all over the world Pamela I’m sure they could afford to go to the vets [RA] 
  
[PA] Well aye but mebbes they’re just gonna use the eight thousand off the caravan 
[PA]  
 
[RA] [@ not gonna get far then are they [RA] 
 
[PA] [Maybe they’re maybe her worlds not as big as everybody else’s @ you know it 
might just be Skeggy ((Skegness)) or somewhere like that [PA] 
 
[RA] Nah (--) well whe- you know when I said to you about erm (--) that one we seen 
at Seahouses [RA] 
 
[PA] Mm-hm [PA] 
 
[RA] [And th- [RA] 
 
[PA] [What the shed [PA] 
 
[RA] They wanted thirteen thousand for that [RA] 
 
[PA] Aye the shed [PA] 
 
[RA] And I said to you when you see them ones up there er there’s nee way ((no 
way)) that’s two thousand and four [RA] 
 
[PA] No (.) well she’ll not phone today cos she’s off Thursday Friday she said she 
would phone it on cos she said if I wanted to buy it to ring her on her mobile so that 
th- nobody else gets the commission just her [PA] 
 



[RA] Yeah well (-) there’s nee way that’s two thousand four man w- w- not when 
you’re [look [RA] 
 
[PA]    [I was trying to explain to Michelle how it was hidden by: the bigger one [so 
you cu- when you ap- [PA] 
 
[RA]                                                                                                                         [Aye 
so you when you walk round the corner [RA] 
 
[PA] When you approached it and you seen the big one you were like ((excited heavy 
breathing noises)) and your just heart sank [PA] 
 
[RA] Mm [RA] 
 
[PA] I just can’t believe that 


